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Quick Response® Premiere 
Wall-Mounted Call Stations

Description
These wall-mounted call stations feature a slim, discreet profile and 
provide visual confirmation that a call has been placed and received.

nn LED blinks on the device, giving the resident peace of mind the 
call was placed; long flash confirms call was received at the 
central station

nn “Assistance Required” alarm appears in software’s Event List 
when a resident activates

nn Alarm must be reset at the device, ensuring every call gets 
a response

Push Button Call Station
nn Red button offers high contrast visibility for residents with poor 

eyesight

nn Device is frequently used in bathrooms and common areas

Nurse Call Cord Station
nn Compatible with standard 1/4-inch normally open nurse call cords

nn The 90° side-angle connection helps prevent accidental removal; 
device also sends an alert if cord is removed

nn Device is frequently used at residents’ bedside

Pull Cord Call Station
nn “HELP” flag appears when cord is pulled

nn Optional check-in button records non-alarm events, such as 
resident or staff check-in, or a time log

nn Device is frequently used in resident rooms and common areas

Features
nn Modern appearance blends into the community for a home-

like environment

nn Wireless installation makes it easy to add or move devices as 
your facility needs change

nn Fully supervised system alerts you to low batteries and device 
failures within 90 seconds

nn Mounts anywhere on the wall; no need for a surface-mount or 
back box

nn Push Button and Pull Cord stations are water resistant and 
suitable for use near showers and tubs

nn Call data can be sent to optional communication devices such 
as pagers, Quick Look™ LED displays and/or wireless phones

nn Conforms to UL 1069 Edition 7 for Wireless Signaling and 
Nurse Call Devices

nn Proven reliability from a trusted brand
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